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Abstract—Analysis and validation using simulation is a helpful tool in systems engineering, but requires in-depth knowledge of various aspects of the system itself, the used model classes, an appropriate software tool, and sometimes software engineering. Usually, this expertise is spread over a number of team members, and thus the development of a simulation-based system design tool is not a simple task.

This paper presents a framework enabling the rapid development of extensible and reusable simulation-based applications. It supports an agile, iterative, evolutionary, and architecture-centric software development process. The design of the framework together with its components as well as the corresponding software development process is described. As an example, an environment for the configuration and analysis of wireless sensor network applications in the aeronautic domain is presented, which has been designed and implemented based on the proposed environment.

Index Terms—Agile Development, System Design, Model Based Systems Engineering, Validation, MLDesigner, Wireless Sensor Network Simulation

I. INTRODUCTION

Model-based systems engineering has shown its benefits in academic and industrial projects, and is thus widely accepted for the design of complex systems. Among the reasons are an increased overall system quality through early validation of design decisions and a reduction of costly failure corrections in late development stages caused by defective system specification documents. Thus, model-based system engineering is more and more accepted for industrial design, validation, and implementation of complex systems.

However, the amount of system-specific knowledge in a design project involved is increasing. Therefore, general-purpose modeling tools become more complex. But domain experts usually do not need all aspects and functional diversity of an underlying general-purpose modeling and simulation environment for their actual work. In case of repetitive tasks only a few amount of model-parameters will be changed. Thus, a simulation-based system design and validation software tool is needed for the actual system designers. This partitioning of responsibilities also enables system designers to concentrate on their task without the risk of introducing errors in the underlying system model of given constraints.

Contrary to traditional software development processes, the software development of simulation-based applications requires an additional modeling phase for the underlying system model. This phase typically starts after the requirement specification phase but before software design and implementation are carried out.

The modeling phase itself is usually tackled in an iterative manner. Analysis of input data, model design and refinement, experiment design and model simulation are repeated until the system model is sufficient for the desired purpose [1], [2]. After modeling specialists and domain experts have agreed on the system model and goals of evaluation, the common software development process continues. Figure 1 outlines this process in terms of a traditional software development process for a simulation-based application.

![Fig. 1. Simplified waterfall-like software development process for simulation-based applications (UML2 activity diagram).](image-url)
Sequential software development processes as depicted in Figure 1 have well-known disadvantages [3]–[5]. For example: software development has to wait till the modeling phase will be completed. Additionally, in the modeling phase both, system and system modeling experts, should cooperate very closely. Otherwise, the risk of misunderstandings and loss of information is increasing. To prevent this, the system experts need additionally in-depth knowledge of system modeling as well as the particular modeling environment. In some cases, system experts have the role of a tool user, such that a wrapper application is indispensable.

Fortunately, the group of simulation-based system design applications has plenty of similarities. These parts could be encapsulated in reusable components and combined in a modular software architecture. As a result, a framework for rapid development of problem-aligned simulation-based system design applications is proposed in this paper.

The following two sections present design and implementation of the framework for simulation-based applications. Major framework components are outlined and briefly explained. An example is presented in Section IV, where the framework is used to build an environment for the configuration and analysis of wireless sensor network applications in the aeronautic domain. This example application is based on the multi-domain simulation environment MLDesigner [6]–[8]. Finally, a more agile software development process based on the presented framework is described in Section V, showing the frameworks’ benefit.

II. DESIGN OF A FRAMEWORK FOR SIMULATION-BASED SOFTWARE TOOLS

From an abstract point of view, the design could be described as a white box, component-based framework. It is based on the microkernel architectural pattern [9]. Each individual functional component is encapsulated into one separate plugin. Plugins are classified into the following types:

- **Configuration Plugins**: Components with the purpose of defining or modifying simulation input data and model configurations for dynamic model elements.
- **Visualization Plugins**: Components for static or interactive visualization and analysis of simulation results.
- **Widget Plugins**: Commonly used elements for the graphical user interface.

Each type of plugin is handled by a specialized plugin manager which loads the corresponding plugins during application startup. These plugin managers handle the encapsulated plugin elements.

The architecture is depicted in Figure 2 as a UML2 component diagram [10], consisting of microkernel, plugins, simulation kernel plugin, and database. Different colors visualize the various kinds of framework components. Data management is realized by two distinct databases handled within the microkernel: The first one is used to provide simulation input parameter and data (Simulation Configuration Database), while the latter stores simulation results (Simulation Result Database). Both databases are shared between simulation model logic and application plugins.

![Fig. 2. Main components of the framework.](image)

Configuration and visualization plugins provide follow the Model View Controller pattern to create configuration and visualization widgets [9]. Each configuration plugin holds a reference to the configuration database from the microkernel. Visualization plugins have references to all databases to cope with multiple configuration sets and constrained result data.

**WidgetPlugins** can be created to implement reusable user interface widgets. If components demand special widget types such as line-graph or box-plot, the microkernel’s plugin manager (WidgetPluginManager) can be utilized to create new instances of the defined widgets.

The simulation control, which includes a reference to a simulatable model and the simulation kernel, is realized as a plugin too. It organizes the instantiation, bootstrapping, and communication between application and the simulation kernel. The simulation kernel keeps references to the configuration and result database, which are used to configure the simulation and to store results.

The root widget is the sole component issued by the microkernel to minimize static and fixed application characteristics. It includes a hierarchical tree view to visualize all existing experiments and the loaded plugins.

Each experiment includes one set of simulation and configuration parameters as well as the appropriate results of the simulation. This data can be changed by the loaded configuration and visualization plugins. The corresponding plugin parameters are additionally included in the experiment. If the simulation of an experiment is started for the first time, the configuration of this experiment will be made constant.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

This section covers some implementation details of the framework, starting with its components and plugins, and followed by some technical details.

A. Framework Components and Plugins

The steps to create new framework components are described in the following.
1) New Plugin: To create a new plugin, a plugin class has to be created, which implements the PluginInterface. This interface definition includes load, unload, init, cleanup and some other management operations, e.g., to provide name, version and plugin category.

2) Configuration and Visualization Plugins: Configuration plugins additionally need to implement the EditorInterface. This includes an abstract operation, which delivers a reference to the configuration database. In the same fashion, visualization plugins have to realize a VisualizationInterface. It includes abstract operations returning references to the configuration and simulation result database.

Moreover, the plugin class has to realise the ViewProvider-Interface, which includes an abstract operation to create the widget of the plugin. These widgets are provided by a view class implementing the EditorViewInterface or VisualizationViewInterface, respectively. This design allows to create plugins based on the Model View Controller pattern [9].

Figure 3 shows the patterns to create a visualization plugin as a UML2 Composite Structure Diagram.

3) Widget-Plugin: The widget plugin class has to realise both the WidgetProviderInterface and the PluginInterface. The WidgetProviderInterface includes an operation to create a new widget instance. This operation will be used by the WidgetPluginManager, if a client requests this type of widget. The plugin is identified by its name.

4) Simulation Kernel: The simulation kernel plugin is a kind of visualization plugin, and thus controlled by the plugin manager (see Section II). The simulation kernel uses both databases to access configuration data and to store simulation results. All elements in the simulation model dealing with input data or result generation may need to be modified. Data sources and sinks compatible with this framework are used and replace default model library entities.

B. Framework Details

1) Development Environment: Supporting multiple operating systems is important for wide framework applicability. All components are implemented in C/C++ using the Qt framework where possible to achieve the desired performance and flexibility. Plugin system and graphical user interface are implemented with the Qt technology.

In addition to Qt, special tasks are implemented using additional libraries such as Qwt, OpenGL, boost, zlib, and others. CMake is applied to cope with these third-party dependencies and to abstract from platform-specific build tool settings. It is thus possible to deploy the framework compatible to various compilers like GNU GCC or Microsoft Visual C++.

2) Application: The main application combines all plugin components and acts as a central connection point between them. It provides references to configuration and result database interface, actual simulation configuration, as well as visualization and widget plugin manager. Each plugin manager loads and manages components of the appropriate type. A plugin itself may also incorporate the plugin manager through the main application. This enables fine-grained and highly reusable components which are helpful for user interface widgets.

3) Database: Provision of data depends highly on the nature and domain of the underlying system model and its application environment. While data-intensive simulation experiments require fast access to a database engine, other simulations would depend on remote data, where access performance is of minor significance. To fulfill these heterogeneous constraints, the framework applies a uniform database access interface based on the Open Database Connectivity middleware (ODBC, [11]). The database abstraction component includes regular SQL capabilities and the uniform definition of new application-specific relations and result data types. The built-in default database backend is provided by SQLite. Other backend preconfigurations such as Oracle MySQL and Microsoft SQL are available as well.

4) Graphical User Interface: The application user interface consists of the usual elements as menus, toolbar, and status bar where components are able to drop entries. Navigation is done by a simple tree-view control embedded in a dockable widget.
frame. Loaded plugins are displayed hierarchically and sorted by their type. Top-level elements are called Experiments. A single experiment includes instances of configuration plugins and a kind of placeholder to reach the user interface of visualization plugins to create new analysis of simulation results. The screenshot in Figure 4 shows the navigation view of an example application.

IV. EXAMPLE

This section describes the use of the framework to implement an environment for the configuration and analysis of wireless sensor network applications in the aeronautic domain [12]. The design of some specific framework components for this example is presented.

A. Simulation Kernel

The simulation kernel plugin encapsulates access and control of the underlying simulation tool MLDesigner. This multi-domain modeling and simulation environment provides interfaces to configure and execute simulation models without running the graphical environment [13]. The wireless sensor network model is implemented in the discrete event domain which is well suited for network simulation and analysis. MLDesigner’s multi-domain capabilities are used with a finite state machine to analyze network node energy consumption. Thus the model is enhanced by lifetime aspects to predict overall system reliability. Sensor networks usually contain a large and configurable number of elements, thus a static system model is not sufficient. For high scalability, MLDesigner’s so-called dynamic instance support is used to generate a network model with variable size at simulation runtime.

The VisualizationView of the simulation kernel plugin includes buttons to start and stop the simulation and an edit view to visualize simulation error messages.

B. The Simulation Model

The simulation model consists of two components, the environment and the wireless sensor network itself. The environment model generates input for the network model by using a scheduler and traffic generator. The scheduler defines a sequence of operation phases with their duration. The traffic generator controls the traffic on sensor nodes. It is possible to assign different traffic patterns to each sensor node depending on the application and the current operation phase.

The network model is a simplified wireless sensor network with a centralized control server. The components communicate over a shared medium. For the communication, different kinds of protocols (stochastic, deterministic, or a composition of both) are used. The routes over which packages are transported are defined before the simulation.

The simulation calculates different performance results such as error rate or package delay. In addition to that, energy consumption and reliability of each component are derived [12].

C. Database

As described before special input and output model elements are used to configure the model elements of the simulation and to save the simulation results. Thus, relational database tables are created.

D. Configuration and Visualization Plugin

Several configuration and visualization plugins were necessary for the required functions of our example application. Figure 5 shows the configuration dialog for the MAC layer as an example. Moreover, a 3D view with depicting physical positions of system components is created based on the OpenGL library.

To analyze the simulation results, different visualization plugins such as delay analysis or error rate analysis are developed. These plugins use the Qwt graph library. Its Qwt graph widget is encapsulated into a widget plugin. The visualization plugin asks the microkernel for a new instance of the graph widget and fills this widget with the simulation results.

Simulation results are usually preprocessed first. Therefore, components to calculate the minimum, maximum, mean value, and so on are implemented applying the wrapper pattern [14]. Visualization of limits such as maximum delay is implemented as well.

Figure 6 shows the visualization plugin for mean package end-to-end delay as an example. Green and blue lines depict mean package delay of different applications. For the blue line the standard deviation are visualized additionally. The horizontal red line specifies the delay limit, and vertical lines separate different flight phases. There are two different applications using TDMA or CSMA slots. Application results and analyzed components could be selected with the corresponding drop down box.

The selected results will be preprocessed in a different way. It is possible to use the raw values or to add up the result values. Based on these values it is possible to calculate the mean value, the standard deviation and the minimum and maximum value. The type of presentation can be configured with an additional property dialog.
This graph view is a common widget which is encapsulated in a widget plugin and is reused by other result analysis.

To realize this application, a fast prototype of the model and the simulation-based application are developed. This prototype was enhanced iteratively by additional components with detailed or new simulation features and result analyses. The following section describes this agile software development process for simulation-based applications in detail.

V. AN AGILE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

The presented framework enables separate development of simulatable system models, the implementation of simulation based application components, and the optimization of system parameters by using rapidly prototyped simulation-based applications.

Figure 7 visualizes the activities of this agile software development process. Contrary to common software development processes (see Figure 1), model and software development may run in parallel. A precondition for this is the definition of additional interface specifications. This mainly includes the database specifications for the configuration and result database. After a fast prototype is already developed, the system expert can validate the results of the simulation using the simulation-based application directly. Database specifications, model and software are refined iteratively afterwards in fast iteration cycles.

The advantages of agile software development process are well known [4], [15], [16]. Additionally, in this case the system expert can work directly with the simulation-based system design tool. Software errors will thus be found earlier, while bug fixes, useful enhancements or additional change requests can be integrated into the tool at early stages of product development. Moreover, the presented framework supports easy reuse of the developed components.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a programming framework for simulation-based applications. It separates the development of a base model, the implementation of simulation application components, and the optimization system parameters from each other.

Therefore it is possible to develop these parts in parallel. This allows an agile, evolutionary, iteratively and simulation-based software development process. Existing components can be reused easily, and the programming effort for user-friendly system design tools is significantly decreased.

Besides the modeling and software development tasks, the definition of the content of the configuration and result database, the definition of conditions and dependencies between this database elements and the design of the GUI are still major tasks for the development of simulation-based applications.

The advantages of model-driven engineering can be used to simplify these tasks. The database structure can be generated by using entity relationship diagrams or UML class diagrams with the aid of qualified associations. To create configuration plugins in an easier way, a graphical dialog editor could be used. Therefore, common components to edit different types of configuration data such as integer, string, list, and so on will be needed. To define the conditions and dependencies
between configuration entities, the object constraint language (OCL) [17] and the parametric diagram [18] can be used. Moreover, it is possible to use UML behavior diagrams, like the activity diagram, to describe the preprocessing of the simulation results. All these enhancements are subject of actual and future developments.
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